CASE STUDY

PERCEPTION ANALYZER

Perception Analyzer® Helps Arizona State University
Uncover How Romantic Couples Regulate
Stressful Interactions
SUMMARY
Dr. Ashley K. Randall, assistant professor and director of clinical training of counseling and counseling
psychology, at Arizona State University (ASU), studies how romantic couples cope with stress in their
relationship. Specifically, she aims to gain greater understanding of couples’ interpersonal emotion
systems and associations with mental health outcomes. In her most recent study of intimate
relationships, Randall and her collaborator Dr. Nicholas Duran, assistant professor in psychology at
ASU, utilized Dialsmith’s Perception Analyzer (PA) to gather in-the-moment reactions from couples’
observations during real-time conversations. Based on the moment-to-moment data collected
through PA, Randall and Duran examined the complex differences between partners’ behavioral
exchanges and emotional experiences during stressful interactions.

IN BRIEF
•

Drs. Ashley K. Randall and Nicholas Duran of ASU conducted a study funded by ASU’s Institute
for Social Science Research to examine how couples regulate stress on an interpersonal level

•

Using PA, Randall’s and Duran’s teams were able to collect continuous and individualized
feedback from each partner as they observed video of their conversations (measuring levels of
stress and enjoyment)

•

PA data revealed where certain topics of discussion involved a mutually shared stressor,
partners’ perceptions of their own stress in-the-moment, and the relation between behavior and
emotion
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BACKGROUND

Dr. Ashley Randall

Dr. Nick Duran

Dr. Ashley K. Randall, assistant professor and director of clinical
training of counseling and counseling psychology, at Arizona
State University, is the Principle Investigator (PI) of a
groundbreaking project focused on understanding couples’ coregulatory processes during real-time interactions. Along with
her Co-PI, Dr. Nicholas Duran, the goal of this project was to
examine complex causalities between partners’ behavioral
exchanges and emotional experiences during stressful
conversations using moment-to-moment interaction data.

CHALLENGE
Couples’ interactions have traditionally been examined
using coding techniques (e.g., Gottman, 1994) that
have eliminated the temporal nature of dyadic
processes, which occur on a moment-to-moment
basis. This study aimed to utilize in-the-moment
feedback, using the PA, to collect and examine the
complex connections between couples’ behavior and
emotional experiences (e.g. Randall, et al., 2013). For
this study, romantic couples came into a laboratory
session held in the Counselor Training Center at
Arizona State University where they participated in a
series of conversations that were recorded. Following,
couples watched the playback video and continuously
rated their emotions and cognitions moment-to-

“Unlike alternative
methods and tools, PA
dials are able to
capture the in-themoment perceptions
of each partner
individually as they
observe together the
video of their stressful
conversations.”

moment using PA dials.
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HOW PERCEPTION ANALYZER HELPED
Researchers were able to utilize quantitative data
from each partner’s dial ratings to identify where
individual stress corresponded with mutually shared
stress between both partners and additionally,
which conversations revealed unbalanced stress
factors. The resulting dial data was then used to
indicate patterns between behavior and emotion,
specifically looking at whether one partner’s
emotion can be predicted by the behavior of the
other.

RESULTS
Partners used PA dials to rate the playback video of their conversations, evaluating momentary
changes in their emotional and cognitive states. Results showed when the topic being discussed
involved a mutually shared stressor (for example, both were stressed about finances); partners
perceptions of their own stress moment-to-moment was highly correlated.
This was much higher compared to
situations when conversations
involved an unbalanced stressor (for
example, either the male or female
alone was stressed about something,
like their kids).
For a second planned analysis, using
advanced statistical prediction models
known as neural networks, dial testing
will be used to reveal the relation
between behavior and emotion,
specifically looking at whether one
partner’s emotion can be predicted by
the behavior of the other. If predicted,
this would provide insight into how
partners co-regulate each other’s
emotions through implicit behavioral
signaling.
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“Through this approach, we’re
able to parse out the critical
moments of shared stress as
well as those moments where
only one member or the other is
stressed, providing key insights
into predictive behavior.”
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